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All the nine Communist-led nations of Eastern Europe guarantee their
peoples freedom of conscience.! How this ideal is understood by the
powers that be and how it is applied may, however, contradict in practice
what theoretically is said so well. The degree of contrast varies from one
country to another. For many persons in these countries, as in western
nations, the refusal to take the oath, and/or to bear arms as military
.recruits , has become a public test of the guarantee of freedom of
conscience. Defence of "the Motherland", or "socialist peace" is the
obligation of all citizens, according to the same Constitutions which
appear to offer a right to reject that demand if conscience so dictates.
Penalties for those who refuse to serve are legislated in all these countries,
and there are few alternatives. That, for conscientious objectors, is really
where the problem may begin.
Conscientious objection to military service, usually on religious
grounds, is at present an acknowledged official concern in the Soviet
Union, an open debate in Hungary and the German Democratic
Republic, and more than just an occasional occurrence (a number of
cases are known) in Czechoslovakia, Poland, Romania and Yugoslavia. 2
Three of these governments, Hungary, Poland and the GDR, already
provide legal alternatives for certain categories of these "dissidents" , and
in several others of the nine, such forms of service can at times be
obtained upon request. 3
If the sharpness of potential cohflict or opposition faced by coriscien~
tious objectors in all Eastern European co,-!ntries were placed on a
continuum, then the USSR would be at the end where there are the
greatest pressures, along with Albania and perhaps Romania. The
German Democratic Republic is at the other end of the spectrum, where
there is most accommodation between government and religious
objectors to military service. Hungary, and possibly also Poland, if it had
to deal with the issue on a larger scale, would be closer to the GDR. 4
We shall examine two situations, those ofthe USSR and the GDR, to
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illustrate more specifically the range of difficulties which objectors must
anticipate,as well as a measure of flexibility which even socialist nonwestern governments can offer.

The Soviet Union
In the Soviet Union conscientious objectors arein for a struggle the
moment they register their reservations about fulfilling their military obligations at their local commanding office. Th~ military statutes, based
upon the Constitution of the USSR, state that every able-bodied Soviet
male between the ages of 17 and 27 years of age must expect to be called
up for military service in the Armed Forces of the Motherland. This
means a term of active service of from one to three years, depending on
placement in the various branches of the forces. Temporary deferral for
study purposes in some instances, or physical inability to serve are the
only accepted qualifications for exemption. 5
Members ofa Soviet Peace Committee delegation, when asked about
conscientious objectors on a visit to Britain, expressed their disbelief that
any man would refuse to fight for his country. 6 The fact is nevertheless
that in the USSR a growing number of individuals, certainly hundreds,
and perhaps as many as several thousand' a year, are insisting that the
right to exemption from military service for reasons of conscience,
whether religious or otherwise, ought to be statutory.7 What else, they
say, can the much-vaunted "freedom of conscience" really mean?
The Soviet government faced this argument with respect to freedom of
conscience and military service in its early months, immediately after the
Revolution. Lenin, though a bitter opponent of all pacifists, nevertheless yielded to pragmatic considerations when he decreed an exemption
clause for conscientious objectors on 4 January 1919. 8 During the Civil
War particularly it was this decree which allowed tens of thousands of
persons from such religious groups as the Baptists and Evangelical Christians, Seventh-Day Adventists and Mennonites to obtain exemption from
military service on grounds of conscience and religious conviction. 9
Within a few years after Lenin's death, the decree appears to have been
revoked in practice, if not in the statute books. All these groups were
forced to reconsider their pacifist views and make explicit declarations of
loyalty to the new government. 1O Dissenters from such official support
took their views' "underground". ,The MennOIiites almost alone continued to negotiate actively'for an alternative to service in the armed
forces. Tentative arrangements for alternative service such as construc~
tion work and forestry service were made, but they too were terminated
when the Stalin Constitution of 1936 created a firm and permanent basis
for the universal military service requirements as they now stand. 11
A few years later the German invasion during the Second World War
brought to the fore the deeply-rooted patriotic feelings of the Soviet
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people. The Russian Orthodox Church and the Evangelical Christians
and Baptists openly supported the war effort. They were rewarded by
being allowed to reorganise and reconstitute themselves as legal church
communities. 12 Smaller bodies with pacifist traditions, mainly Mennonites and Seventh-Day Adveritists who were of German origin, found
themselves classed as "unreliable" and "fascist" enemies of the state.
They were most often sent .into the work battalions of prison camps and
other non-military installations or labour projects. After the war they
were left for a decade or so in restricted residence (komendatura) communities in the Urals and Central Asia. 13 Conscientious objection to
military service was almost unheard of publicly, though instances· of it
probably did still occur. 14
Since about 1970 conscientious objection to military service, as a form
of dissent, has increasingly become a public affair again. Military authorities not infrequently express anxiety about the influence of "pacifistic
ideas" in the army and in society generally. 15 Soviet papers and periodicals comment on this regularly. Conscientious objectors, and those who
support or encourage them, whether parents, friends, or congregations,
are accused of disloyalty and hostility toward the Soviet state. 16 At least
one Soviet religious periodical, the journal of the Evangelical Christians
and Baptists, Bratsky vestnik, has recently addressed the matter as well. 17
Publicised cases of refusal to bear arms or to swear the military oath are
found chiefly among unregistered religious communities such as the
reform Baptists, the True and Free Seventh-Day Adventists, Jehovah's
Witnesses, and those Pentecostals who do not belong to the national Protestant organisation, the All-Union Council of Evangelical Christians and
Baptists. 18 Similar protests may be found, albeit less frequently, among
other Soviet Germans and Jews, Crimean Tatars, the True Orthodox
Church, Roman Catholics and some other groupS.19 While congregational registration no doubt implies some acquiescence with the laws on
~ilitary conscription, there is reason to think that members of registered
congregations, especially Baptists and Mennonites, are to be found
among the objectors. 20
Theological differences still divide these groups, but on the issues of
bearing arms and the taking of human life, many of them agree. As these
objectors interpret the Bible, in. the case of Christian» at least, killing in
any form is wrong and sinful. There is moreover a clear New Testament
command against swearing any kind of oaths:21 As one Christian recruit
put it to his local military officials: "I am a believer, and from my purely
. religious conviction I cannot take the military oath or bear arms. . . I do
not refuse to serve in the ranks of the Soviet army, and am prepared to
fulfil conscientiously all that my service demands. But with regard to
the oath, as a religious believer, I cannot alter my thoughts and convictions. ,,22
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That expression of concern about the oath, coupled with a willingness
to perform some kind of appropriate non-military form of service (sometimes even including the bearing of arms) is shared by many reform Baptist young men in particular. 23 It may include some Mennonites as well. 24
Jehovah's Witnesses are consistently opposed to any form of military Or
alternative work within the framework of the armed forces. 25 SeverithDay Adventist believers may initially refuse to perform military duties on
Saturday (their biblical "day of rest") but are often cited as refusing to
take the oath or to bear arms as well. 26
For some, the refusal of military service is less a matter of religious conviction than a concern for its impact on emigration plans. This has been
true for a number of young Jews and Pentecostals, and also some Soviet
Germans who wish to emigrate. They feel that military service could
make their departure more· difficult. In the past some would-be emigrants
have had their requests turned down because they were considered to
possess sensitive military information as a result of serving in the army.
Some Jewish applicants, having received permission from Israel to enter,
hand in their Soviet citizenship papers and claim that they are no longer
citizens of the Soviet Union, hence not subject to its military service
requirements. 27
The Soviet military authorities will not accept any views which disclaim
an obligation to serve in the armed forces, either on the grounds of conscience or otherwise. They generally regard a refusal to swear the military
oath as an objection to bearing arms. There is some logic to this, since the
law forbids the handing of weapons to anyone who does not swear the
oath. When prosecuted, such people are sentenced not simply for nonswearing of oaths, or "evasion of call-up to service" (article 80 of the
RSFSR Criminal Code), but also under article 249 of the Code, namely,
attempting to evade the obligations of military service altogether. 28
. Punishments under article 249 typically include imprisonment for
peri,ods from three to seven years in peace time, and could include the
death penalty during war time. A sentence of two to three years served in
ordinary regime camps seems to be most common at present. 29
Imprisonment is not inevitable however. The local commanding office
at its discretion may grant an alternative form of non-combatant service,
and this happens more often than might be expected. 3o However, even
when an alternative form of service is granted, conscientious objectors
may still encounter pressures\ and sundry forms of harassment designed
to force them to surrender their pacifist views, and indeed, their faith
itself. Several instances of death brought about by mistreatment and
abuse of Christians on active duty have been reported. 31

The !Jerman Democratic Republic
The present-day military service requirements of the German Democra-
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tic Republic are in essence identical to (perhaps even greater than) those
of,the USSR .Conscientious objectors, however, find themselves in a
considerably Illore flexible situation in the GDR A legal Wehrersatzdienst (alternatiye defence service) option has been in existence for
over twenty years, and the prospect for further accommodation to the
wishes of objectors may be somewhat less remote than in the Soviet
Union .
. The GDR had. no form of conscription during the first 13 years of its
short history. The war-time Allies, having attempted to crush the "military spirit of the German people", made it a major objective in 1945 to
ensure that the new Germany would be a nation of peaGe. For a time
some people dreamed of a single neutralist state, with no more than a tiny
defence force (Home Guard) along the lines. of what was eventually
worked out in Austria. 32 Events, however, followed a different path. The
Federal Republic of Germany passed a compulsory conscription law just
ten years a(ter the war ended, and in 1962 the GDR followed suit. The
statutes of East Germany rendered all males between the ages of 18 and
fifty liable for service in the Nationale Volksarmee (National People's
Army). For emergencies of defence that regulation was subsequently extended to cover women of the same age, and also to include men up to the
age. of sixty. In the initial legislation prison was the only legal. "alternative" to service in the armed forces of the. GDR. 33 Significant segments of
the East German public registered disapproval of the move. Among
young adults, that is, those who had experienced the horrors of 1944 and
1945 as children, there was widespread detestation of violence and all
forms of war. The oft-repeated slogan that conscripts would b~ "defending the peace" frequently fell on virtually deaf ears.
Some Protestant church leaders of the EKD (Evangelical Church of
Germany) were deeply disappointed by the government's seeming lack
of respect for freedom of conscience. The EKD had in fact raised this very
i~sue a decade or more before the.military service statutes of 1962 had
come into being. Its synods of 1948 (Eisenach), 1950 (Berlin-Weissensee)
and 1952 (Elbingrode) made public declarations of their readiness to
stand behind the decisions of young Germans who might at some time resist the call to military service for reasons. of conscience and Christian
faith. 34
As the situation developed, it was the Protestant leaders in particular
(in great contrast to what took ,place in the USSR), who helped to shape
the legal status Of conscientiousobjectors in the GDR Church-state conversations led in the spring of 1962 to a modus vivendi by whiGhthe state
agreed to end its earlier attacks on all forms of pacifist thinking, and even
admitted its willingness to tolerate conscientious objectors. It did not
however concede to the church's demand for a legal alternative to bearing
arms,so that even its relatively generous treatment of conscientious
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objectors in the next few years could not alleviate the unrest and suspicion
generated by the 1962 military service legislation. 35
In 1963 a conference of EKD leaders called explicitly for the legal protection of those refusing military service for reasons of conscience, and
also assured such persons of church support for their position. The creation of non-combatant "construction units~' (Baueinheiten), which the
state ordered on 7 September ofthe following year,came, by all appearances, as a direct response to this conference request. 36 The Party newspaper, Neues Deutschland, spoke of the move as a "military necessity'~
since such military building units would be a vital factor for building up
the defence capacity of the nation. The need for broader "democratic
legitimisation" of the new state has been cited as another reason for the
concession. However, the possibility of facing a potential force of three or
four thousand conscientious objectors, and an intensified conflict with
the EKD, may have been the strongest motivator of all. _
The Baueinheiten, with its recruits henceforth designated as Bausoldaten ("building soldiers") provided recruits with a distinctive uniform
bearing the design of a spade on a shoulder patch (hence also the term
Spaten-Soldaten ("soldiers of the spade"). Their regular work excluded
the bearing of arms. The term of service was eighteen months, equal to
that of regular soldiers. Building activity included in the first instance construction of military sites and installations. The men were usually
stationed in small units of fifteen to twenty persons, although they were
sometimes used for large-scale projects like that of building a new
harbour at Mikran on the Island of Reugen. 37
Neither theEKD churchmen nor the conscientious objectors felt that
this arrangement was really satisfactory.38 The units were still under the
total control of the army, the construction of military sites seemed still to
be involvement in the armed forces, and the required oath of commitment to service differed little in substance from that required of regular
soldiers. Almost immediately some men protested against the requirements of the units, both by appeals to the authorities and by non-participation. Many men called for an open discussion of all ideas related to
fim.ling peaceful alternatives to military service.
By autumn 1964 the regional synod of Berlin-Brandenburg had submitted a complaint that "the concerns of the conscientious objectors were
not being met", while the Goerlitz provincial synod a year later asked for
"a form of alternative service Which would not force anyone to participate
in military building projects against his conscience." In spring 1967 the
provincial synod of Saxony registered its anxieties about students who
had served in construction units being discriminated against in schools.
This meant that leading career opportunities were being closed to those
who refused to serve in the active military services of the country. .
The call for a civilian form of alternative service began to re-focus the
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church's interest in the fate of the conscientious objectors. -Bishop
Jaenicke had already proposed'at the 1967 synod in Saxony that the
government ought to consider alternatives in the fields of health or disaster services. Beyond East Germany itself the Conference of European
Churches held in Nyb~rg in 1971 considered the same idea put forward in
propositions on peace service by Bishop Kausche. It resolved in the end
to encourage member-churches to be sympathetic to conscientious objectors, especially in cases of discrimination or even arrest. Beyond all this, it
seemed, little more could be done. 39
Proposals for a civilian peace service alternative have been sharpened
by a seven-point programme set forth in May 1981 by the Dresden group,
Sozialer Friedensdienst ("Social peace service"). The programme proposes a 24-month term of work, preceded by educational preparation on
themes of demilitarisation, disarmament~peaceful security and non-violent forms of resolving conflicts. It suggests the extension of service to that
of medical aides, social work, disaster control, and protection of the environment. Synods of the EKD regional churches gave this proposal sympathetic hearings, as the bishops continued to warn against increasing
militarisation of the GDR. 40
In September of the same year Klaus Gysi, the Secretary of State for
Church Affairs, explained his government's total rejection of such a
scheme. The constitution of the GDR, he pointed out, required military
service from all citizens of the nation, while the construction units catered
to all those not wishing to bear arms. To make additional exceptions
would undermine a fundamental principle. Moreover, the introduction
of a so-called "civilian peace service" would imply that the National
People's Army, which does nothing but "defend peace and socialism" is a
"war service". Such an idea would be inadmissible, Gysi said. 41
This latest encounter between church and state has, then, left the situation basically unchanged. There is some indication in recent times that the
'I construction units are becoming less demanding in their requirements,
and that projects-of a civilian nature are now qualifying for the use of such
units. Defence Minister Heinz Hoffmann praised the "building soldiers"
at his visit to the Mukran site in July last year, a form of recognition which
the press had not publicised until then. Erich Honecker himself has
claimed that there is no discrimination now against these men, and some
church circles seem to support this view. 42 •
There remain the Tot'tllverweigerer ("total objectors") who resist any
form of military service, the Baueinheiten included. They are a growing
group, and the penalties for them seem to be increasing. All Jehovah's
Witnesses (who form an illegal religious community) refuse to participate
in the available options altogether-The consequence is a prison sentence
of 18 months (it used to be six to eight months). If they are called up to the
reserves, they spend the time in jail. In the building units, refusals to
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Swear the oath or to be involved in military construction can provoke sentences of two years in jail. There are however examples of lesser penalties, and, as in the early years of conscription during the 1960s, cases
where no action at all has been taken against those who refuse to serve. 43
Annual statistics on the number of conscientious objectors in the
GDR, whether in the construction units or elsewhere, are still difficult to
obtain. One source gives the early yearly number of Bausoldaten as 250 at
first, rising to five hundred in 1976, and one thousand now. The figure is
estimated to be about half the number of all conscientious objectors. For
the years 1964-1976 about a thousand, thought to be about half, of the objectors who refused even to join the construction units were members of
the Jehovah's Witnesses. This could mean that as many as 3,200 men may
have served in the units so far, and that about two thousand may have
been sentenced for being total resisters during these two decades. 44
The governments of both the USSR and the GDR emphasise their
commitment to defend their countries and to build up the armed forces
needed for this task, a decision that few nations ofthe world have chosen
not to make. Smaller nations depend on larger ones to help when the
need arises. Both the USSR and the GDR give limited toleration to those
who want to serve their countries, but without bearing arms. Conscientious objectors in both countries are trying to discover the final limits of this
tolerance. In both countries, the churches do not speak with one voice on
this issue. Some support the pacifists and nurture their ideas and actions,
others do not. In the USSR supporters of pacifism must-generally take an
"illegal" path, trusting to the discretion of the system itself to make individual exceptions to the rule. In the GDR there is an officially recognised
form of non-combatant service, not fully acceptable, but considerably
more than the Soviet Union will grant at present. There is also a church
that openly promotes the cause of its conscientious objectors; in the
USSR that is something the churches find very difficult to'do.
Qbjectors to the ideological governmental pronouncements of these
nations always encounter dilemmas which can be resolved only at a price,
with few prospects that it will decrease. What will happen ifthe demands
for an alternative to bearing arms continue to escalate? Can the objectors
be "bought off" somehow, and the churches' protests silenced? Only
time will show whether compromises can be achieved which will settle the
issues in these two countries, and the other Eastern European countries
as well.
"
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